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Across
1. The movie critic gave the film four out of four stars.
4. Let's chat about it.
9. Synonym for credit; blame; impute

10. One room in the palace has large windows; when 
they frost, it gives the interior a(n) _____ look.

11. Because of her _____, every room in the house had 
to have gold and jewel-studded furniture.

15. Like a good poker face
16. Like Earth right after the Big Bang
18. After seeing the filthy conditions in the kitchen, 

Rita said the meal lost its _____ appeal.
19. _____ birth defects can cause pain and discomfort 

for people for the rest of their lives.
20. The senator's _____ ended his marriage and his 

political career.

Down
2. She can do it in an instant!
3. It probably won’t be the same an hour from now.
5. Like unconditional love
6. The _____ scholar dismissed everyone else's 

research as inferior to his own.
7. Defendant, because Mr. Kimm confessed, you're 

free to go.
8. Compensation; payment

12. The flu outbreak _____ student attendance by 30 
percent.

13. It's important to have a well-balanced diet.
14. Monks are _____ because they renounce earthly 

pleasures for a life of religious devotion.
17. Infants are very _____ and use their hands to learn 

about the objects and people around them.
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Across

1.  The movie critic gave the film four out of four 
stars.

4.  Let’s chat about it.

9.  Synonym for credit, blame, impute

10.  One room in the palace has large windows; when 
they frost, it gives the interior a(n) _____ look.

11.  Because of her _____, every room in the house  
had to have gold and jewel-studded furniture.

15.  Like a good poker face

16.  Like Earth right after the Big Bang

18.  After seeing the filthy conditions in the kitchen, 
Rita said the meal lost its _____ appeal.

19.  _____ birth defects can cause pain and discomfort 
for people for the rest of their lives.

20.  The senator’s _____ ended his marriage and his 
political career.

Down

2.  She can do it in an instant!

3.  It probably won’t be the same an hour from now.

5.  Like unconditional love

6.  The _____ scholar dismissed everyone else’s  
research as inferior to his own.

7.  Defendant, because Mr. Kimm confessed, you’re 
free to go.

8.  Compensation; payment

12.  The flu outbreak _____ student attendance by  
30 percent.

13.  It’s important to have a well-balanced diet.

14.  Monks are _____ because they renounce earthly 
pleasures for a life of religious devotion.

17.  Infants are very _____ and use their hands to  
learn about the objects and people around them.
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Answer Key

E
1

N C
2

O M I U M
3

D
4

I
5

S C O U R S
6

E E
7

E U R
8

N U X
L A

9
T T R I B U T E D P C

E A M E E U
R B U F E

10
T H E R E A L

I L N E C P
T E M

11
E G A L O M A

12
N I A A

Y A
13

R S T L T
A
14

P
15

H L E G M A T I C T I E
S I T B E O
C P

16
R I M O R D I A L T

17
N U

E E O E A U S
T N N C A
I T G

18
U S T A T O R Y

C
19

O N G E N I T A L I E
R L D

D
20

E P R A V I T Y E

Across
1. The movie critic gave the film four out of four stars. 

[ENCOMIUM] 
4. Let's chat about it. [DISCOURSE] 
9. Synonym for credit; blame; impute [ATTRIBUTE] 

10. One room in the palace has large windows; when 
they frost, it gives the interior a(n) _____ look. 
[ETHEREAL] 

11. Because of her _____, every room in the house had 
to have gold and jewel-studded furniture. 
[MEGALOMANIA] 

15. Like a good poker face [PHLEGMATIC] 
16. Like Earth right after the Big Bang [PRIMORDIAL] 
18. After seeing the filthy conditions in the kitchen, 

Rita said the meal lost its _____ appeal. 
[GUSTATORY] 

19. _____ birth defects can cause pain and discomfort 
for people for the rest of their lives. 
[CONGENITAL] 

20. The senator's _____ ended his marriage and his 
political career. [DEPRAVITY] 

Down
2. She can do it in an instant! [CELERITY] 
3. It probably won’t be the same an hour from now. 

[MUTABLE] 
5. Like unconditional love [INDEFEASIBLE] 
6. The _____ scholar dismissed everyone else's 

research as inferior to his own. [SUPERCILIOUS] 
7. Defendant, because Mr. Kimm confessed, you're 

free to go. [EXCULPATE] 
8. Compensation; payment [REMUNERATION] 

12. The flu outbreak _____ student attendance by 30 
percent. [ATTENUATED] 

13. It's important to have a well-balanced diet. 
[ALIMENTARY] 

14. Monks are _____ because they renounce earthly 
pleasures for a life of religious devotion. 
[ASCETIC] 

17. Infants are very _____ and use their hands to learn 
about the objects and people around them. 
[TACTILE] 

Get Free Classroom Resources
THE ENGLISH TEACHER’S FREE LIBRARY
When we ask teachers what they want, they always say, “free stuff for 
my classroom.”
 Look no further—the new English Teacher’s Free Library is loaded 
with free eBooks, lesson plans, posters, and puzzles that are ready 
for your classroom.

Visit: www.prestwickhouse.com/free-library
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Across
1.  The movie critic gave the film four out of four stars.  

[ENCOMIUM]

4.  Let’s chat about it. [DISCOURSE]

9.  Synonym for credit, blame, impute [ATTRIBUTE]

10.  One room in the palace has large windows; when they frost, it 
gives the interior a(n) _____ look. [ETHEREAL]

11.  Because of her _____, every room in the house had to have gold 
and jewel-studded furniture. [MEGALOMANIA]

15.  Like a good poker face [PHLEGMATIC]

16.  Like Earth right after the Big Bang [PRIMORDIAL]

18.  After seeing the filthy conditions in the kitchen, Rita said the 
meal lost its _____ appeal. [GUSTATORY]

19.  _____ birth defects can cause pain and discomfort for people for 
the rest of their lives. [CONGENITAL]

20.  The senator’s _____ ended his marriage and his political career. 
[DEPRAVITY]

Down
2.  She can do it in an instant! [CELERITY]

3.  It probably won’t be the same an hour from now. [MUTABLE]

5.  Like unconditional love [INDEFEASIBLE]

6.  The _____ scholar dismissed everyone else’s research as inferior 
to his own. [SUPERCILIOUS]

7.  Defendant, because Mr. Kimm confessed, you’re free to go. 
[EXCULPATE]

8.  Compensation; payment [REMUNERATION]

12.  The flu outbreak _____ student attendance by 30 percent.  
[ATTENUATED]

13.  It’s important to have a well-balanced diet. [ALIMENTARY]

14.  Monks are _____ because they renounce earthly pleasures for a 
life of religious devotion. [ASCETIC]

17.  Infants are very _____ and use their hands to learn about the 
objects and people around them. [TACTILE]
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